Reactive ion etching GaAs and AlAs: Kinetics and process monitoring
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The BCl3/~Ar,He! etching process for AlGaAs layers is described and analyzed. It was thoroughly
investigated whether the mechanism of plasma etching could be evaluated using the loading effect.
Very smooth sidewalls of the structures were obtained with using an optimized process to treat the
photoresist after its development. It is shown that various end point detection methods can
complement each other and enable etch depth monitoring with a depth resolution of significantly
better than 50 nm at a total depth of more than 2.5 mm. © 1996 American Vacuum Society.
I. INTRODUCTION

II. EXPERIMENT

Dry etching techniques can be readily classified according
to the excitation mechanism ~e.g., dc, rf, or microwave! or
according to the kind of gas used ~inert or reactive!. When
etching is done with inert gases such as argon, the gas will
not be consumed during the process. In this case, etching is a
simple transfer of momentum, etching rates will mainly depend on parameters such as discharge pressure, ionization
cross section, acceleration voltage, and the electron radial
distribution function ~ERDF!, basically a Bessel function. On
the other hand, etching with a reactive gas is a much more
complicated process:
~1! The reactive molecule will dissociate into fragments,
i.e., radicals and ions. The ratio of these concentrations will
depend on the power consumed.
~2! These fragments can either etch, or at least support
the etching process, by activating crystal sites.
~3! A compound already formed can be desorbed by the
attack of an impinging ion.
~4! Fragments can polymerize with themselves or with
reaction products to form an inert film, causing sidewall
passivation.1–3
When determining the order of the reaction, i.e., the
mechanism, we must take into consideration the mutual emphasizing behavior of the chemical and physical parts of the
reaction. This was demonstrated for the first time by Coburn
and Winters using ‘‘crossing’’ etching of silicon in XeF2
~spontaneous and plasma etching! and in argon.4 There was
an enormous increase in the etching rate when activated
XeF2 was used for etching.
As the gas is consumed by all of these processes, the
etching rate will depend on the area of the substrate causing
the loading effect:5 the higher the chemical part of the reaction, the larger the loading effect. Chemical etching, which is
characterized by low energy ~compared with the lattice energy!, overshadows physical etching, i.e., high energy sputtering. As these mechanisms are interdependent, they can
result in nearly homogeneous radial etching ~as observed for
InP etching with a CH4/H2-based process6!.
In this article, we will discuss some consequences of this
mutual influence of chemical and physical processes in the
systems AlAs/AlGaAs/GaAs and InP/InGaAsP.

We used a BCl3/~Ar,He! process described by Franz for
etching GaAs/AlGaAs.7 The apparatus used is a parallel
plate reactor-type 4000 with a load lock supplied by Technics
Plasma, Inc.6 The gas pressure was monitored using a capacitance manometer ~MKS Baratron! and controlled separately by a downstream controller. The gases were blown
through thermal mass flow controllers and mixed in a multiple port inlet manifold. They were introduced into the reaction chamber via a shower plate which is normally called a
‘‘counterelectrode.’’ In fact, in rf-driven discharges whose
excitation frequency vrf is higher than the plasma frequency
of the ions, v p,i , the counterelectrode consists of all surfaces
of the reactor except the driven electrode. To load the
samples into the reactor, they are simply placed on a transport pallet ~liner!, which was hard-coated with alumina. The
temperature of the rf-driven bottom electrode was maintained below 0 °C by thermostating it with isopropanol.
Optimized etching conditions were typically 1/3 W/cm2,
resulting in dc bias voltages of approximately 2500 V
~maximum! at pressures of 3 Pa ~20 mTorr!.
The photoresists AZ 1450J, AZ 6615, and AZ 4562 were
used as masks for AlGaAs. The coated wafers were treated in
an oxygen discharge to obtain smooth resist edges. We obtained very reproducible etching by applying microwave
power either at very high pressures of approximately 1000
mTorr using a Faraday cage or at very low pressures ~,1
mTorr! in an electron cyclotron resonance ~ECR! etching
system.8 The PR masks with very smooth edges reliably
transfer the structure to the dielectric ~rf-sputtered or ionbeam-sputtered Si3N4 , or SiO2! only when dry etching is
applied @CF4/O2 in various compositions ~typical mixing ratio: 96:4! in an ECR discharge#.9
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The dry etching of GaAs can be described by the following elements:
~1! The etch selectivity of GaAs to Al-containing alloys
Alx Ga12x As ~with x50.3 and 0.5! equals unity even at low
values of dc bias which is important for the parameters ~i!
smoothness of the surface, ~ii! etched angles of the struc-
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